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He led the American League in hits in his rookie season of 1942, but then spent three years fighting in World War
/
/fI. While with Detroit in 1952, he helped Virgil Trucks record his second no-hitter of the season after admitting that he
,/' misplayed a Phil Rizzuto ball originally called a hit. The goat of the 1946 World Series when he allowed Enos Slaughter
/
to score, FrP name this Red Sox shortstop, born John Paveskovich, the namesake of the right field foul pole in Fenway
Park.
Answer:
Johnny Pesky
2.
The title came about as a catch phrase among band members about what they hoped would happen to people
"behaving in a shitty way." The piano riff in the chorus echoes another song about someone acting badly, the Beatles'
"Sexy Sadie." The lyrics decry a man who "buzzes like a detuned radio" and a girl with a "Hitler hairdo," and hope that
the titular entity will arrest them. We are told in the coda that the narrator "For a minute there ..I lost myself' over and
over. FTPname this 1997 song, the third single from "OK Computer," a major hit for Radiohead.
Karma Police
Answer:
3. A 1979 graduate of Davidson College, this woman won an investigative reporting honor from the North Carolina Press
Association for a series of articles about crime and prostitution in Charlotte. Her first book, An Uncommon Friend, was a
biography of Billy Graham's wife, but her six years of work for the Virginia Chief Medical Examiner's Office inspired
her best know series of a dozen novels. FTP name this author of Blow Fly and Trace, both featuring Dr. Kay Scarpetta.
Answer:
Patricia Cornwell
4
.It was he who took and hid the Harvest Festival Clam trophy, causing a war among his neighbors (on Spooner
St.). He became an award-winning adult movie director while living with his cousin Jasper briefly in LA. He can speak in
almost-perfect French, has a third-degree green belt in Taekwondo and has a phenomenal singing voice, FTP, name this
sarcastic, alcohol-loving dog, the family pet of the Griffin Family in "Family Guy."
Answer:
Brian Griffin
5. It was dissed in a song by the Donnas as insufficiently manly, but Jim Bouton lavished praise on it in Ball Four, and it
was a favorite drink of Hannibal Smith on "The A-Team." Some versions contain Amaretto but most varieties stick to
rum as the main liquor, with triple sec to go with lime, orange, and pineapple juices. Legend has it that this concoction,
whose name is from a Polynesian word for "the best," was first created during World War II in Emeryville, California.
FTP name this cocktail, famously asked for by Milton in the final scene of Office Space.
Answer:
Mai Tai
6.
She was offered the role of Jessica Fletcher in "Murder, She Wrote," but she declined. She portrayed Sister
Miller in "Damn Yankees" way back in 1958, while in a 1962 episode of "The Defenders," she played a witness to a
murder committed by Carroll O'Connor. Name, FTPthis actress who went on to star opposite O'Connor as his "dingbat"
wife Edith Bunker in "All in the Family."
Answer:
Jean Stapleton
7.
Their 1972 debut album in the U.S. was called "No Answer" due to a dropped telephone connection. They
became superstars with a string of albums from 1973's "On The Third Day" through "Time" in 1981. Their first Top 10
Stateside was "Can't Get It Out Of My Head," which set the pattern for highly-produced Beatlesque pop with lush string
and keyboard arrangements. Formed from the ashes of The Move, Roy Wood relinquished frontman duties to Jeff Lynne.
FTP name this 70s rock stalwarts, who gave the world "Livin' Thing," "Turn To Stone," "Evil Woman Light Orchestra ,"
and "Don't Bring Me Down."
Answer:
Electric Light Orchestra or ELO
8. This franchise played its last game in its original city on March 26, 1973, defeating the Carolina Cougars in front of a
paid attendance of 134. That year the team once known as the Dallas Chaparrals moved to the HemisFair Arena; they
then bought Sven Nater and another player from the struggling Virginia Squires. FTP the acquisition of George "The
Iceman" Gervin brought what ABA and NBA team to prominence, long before they won titles in 1999 and 2003?
Answer:
San Antonio Spurs

9.
Many decks in its color, known for being able to spawn many creatures, would have no use for this creature due
to its high casting cost and maintenance. It's especially effective; however, in decks that also employ white, since Spirit
Link will allow you to undo the damage it might cause you - 8 hit points per turn - and Circle of Protection can lower its
upkeep cost from four mana to one. Similar to Lord of the Pit, this rare creature does not fly but does trample. FTP name
this massive 8/8 Green creature from Magic: The Gathering with a casting cost of 6 mana, who has nothing to do with a
bad movie featuring Sandra Bullock and Ben Affleck.
Answer:
Force Of Nature
10. Three college guys who call themselves the "Pennsylvania Posse" come to Miami Beach aim to promote spring
break parties, but ringleader Brandon is continuously busted by a tenacious police woman while nerdy Eddie spends more
time trying to hook up with a cyber-pen pal. Boy crazy Kaya and scheming Alexa bring their best friend from Texas to
have some sun and fun in Florida. The two title characters of this 2003 picture meet by chance, and spend the rest of the
movie trying to meet up while performing one ghastly song-and-dance number after another. FTP name this box-office
flop, starring the two finalists of the first season of "American Idol."
Answer:
From Justin To Kelly
11.
Founded in 1923, its first international flights came in 1937. In 1974, it began to offer transcontinental service to
America from its hub at Ireland's Shannon International Airport, 6 years after its first flights to New York. British
consultants spearheaded an image overhaul after it has developed a reputation for terrible service and a lax safety record.
It acquired its first Western aircraft, an Airbus A31O, in 1992. During the 1990s it was split up into dozens of airlines,
some of which had only one airplane. FTP name this airline, still 51 % state-owned, whose name was synonymous with
civil aviation in Soviet Russia.
Answer:
Aeroflot
12. A rollercoaster dedicated to him is the top attraction at Mount Ridesplace USA. Among his great achievements are
the smiting of a creature known as the Kerrek. The protagonist and titular character of one Videlectrix game, and the
villain of another, he is shaped somewhat like a snake, with angry eyebrows, sharp teeth, and scales each constructed from
Consummate "V"s. The bane of peasants and thatched-roof cottages everywhere, this is, FTP what cartoon dragon, a
creation Strong Bad from homestarrunner.com, nicknamed "The Burninator"?
Answer:
Trogdor The Burninator
13. A Harlem native who sang with the Harlem Boys Choir, she first gained attention with her beatbox antics on 01'
Dirty Bastard's "Got Your Money." She wrote most of the songs on her second album Wanderland, which due to contract
disputes was at first released only in Europe. She then teamed up with the Neptunes, who brought in an all-star hip-hop
and R&B cast, including Andre 3000 on "Millionaire" and Dallas Austin on "Trick Me" to guest on her 2003
breakthrough effort, Tasty. FTP name this pop singer, who brought lots of boys to the yard with "Milkshake."
Answer:
Kelis Rogers
14. Anne Bancroft was originally cast to play Evelyn Clasky in this film, but she had to pull out, and the role went to
Cloris Leachman. Shelbie Bruce plays Cristina, the 12-year old narrator, daughter to Flor, who decides to move them
both from Mexico to America. FTP identify this 2004 film starring Paz Vega as Flor, Tea (TAY -uh) Leoni as Deborah,
and Adam Sandler as Deborah's husband John.
Answer:
Spanglish
15. On July 6, 1993, former San Francisco chef Steve Ellis opened his first restaurant at 1644 East Evans Avenue in
Denver, CO, and it has since expanded to over 900 locations. Since 2001, their chicken has come from the antibiotic-free
Bell & Evans farm and their pork from the deliberately small-scale Niman Ranch, thanks to investment help from 90%
owner McDonalds. Notable for their decor and a limited menu that enables an assembly line food system, this is, FTP
what popular high-end fast-food Mexican chain, taking its name from the trendy term for smoked jalapeno peppers?
Answer:
Chipotle Mexican Grill
16.
In the pilot episode to this series, a Hungarian homeless man propositions the title character for money to buy a
phone card and rent a synthesizer so that he can record his symphony. Paget Brewster portrays the wife of a man who
witnesses one of his patients commit suicide in front of him. Oliver Platt co-stars as a lawyer, while Blythe Danner plays
mother Izzie in, FTP what new Showtime dramatic series starring Hank Azaria as a troubled psychiatrist?
Answer:
Huff

17.
A native of Washington, DC, he was drafted late in the third round out of Villanova in the 2002 draft. This
season, his first as the undisputed starter going into training camp, he's been hampered by a broken rib and bruised chest
sustained early in a 34-31 overtime win over Cleveland. Emerging from battles for playing time with Correll Buckhalter
and Duce Staley, through Week 12 he has as many touchdowns receiving as rushing - three each - and 410 receiving
yards to go with his 668 rushing yards on only 141 carries. FrP name this second favorite target of Donovan McNabb,
the starting tailback for the Philadelphia Eagles.
Answer:
Brian Westbrook [don't have to give first name, but do NOT accept Bryant Westbrook]
18.
She appeared on Days Of Our Lives as Carmen Silva and The Young & The Restless as Stephanie Simmons. Her
prime time TV career has not gone well, as Arsenio and Getting Personal were not long for this world. Her film career
niche, epitomized by Juwanna Mann and Boat Trip, is as a romantic interest in lowbrow comedy, and has gotten her
mocked repeatedly on The Boondocks. FrP name this actress, of Independence Day and Booty Call, whose more
respectable and tough roles include Frankie Sutton in Set It Off, and Vernita "Copperhead" Green in Kill Bill.
Answer:
Vivica A. Fox
19. The album cover is a hieroglyphic symbol, and the liner notes invoke Babylonian myth. The songs are bulit around
the concept of "Big Brother," a future where the powers that be could easily monitor peoples' activities. Two singles,
"Psychobabble" and "Old And Wise," reached the low charts in the UK, but far more famous is its opening instrumental
"Sirius," the soundtrack for many a grand entrance by a home sports team. The title track, a top ten smash in the US, told
us over and over that the narrator could "read your mind." FrP name this 1982 album, the most famous by the Alan
Parsons Project.
Answer:
Eye In The Sky
20.
On screen, he's been portrayed by Frank Stallone in Angels With Angles. Peter Dobson in Forrest Gump, Michael
St. Gerard in Great Balls of Fire, and Tyler Hilton in the forthcoming Walk The Line. On television, he's been played by
Dale Midkiff, Ronnie McDowell, Kurt Russell, and Don Johnson. FrP name this non-fictional character, star such of
films as Easy Come, Easy Go, Speedway, Clambake, Blue Hawaii, Girls! Girls! Girls!, Viva Las Vegas, and Jailhouse
Rock.
Answer:
Elvis Aron Presley
21.
He made his first appearance on Happy Days in 1978 - attempting to kidnap Ritchie, and he was so popular, that
he was given his own spinoff show. He is a native of the Planet Ork, a wacky alien sent to study Earth. He landed just
outside of Boulder, CO, spent lots of time at Mt. Mount High, married and had a child named Mearth. FrP, name this
character played by Robin Williams from 1978-1982, known for wiggling his ears and saying "Nanu Nanu".
Answer:
Mork
22.
Pink event cards could be good or bad. Prices as shown by cards would change with each time a "sale" card was
drawn. The goal, other than to generate a race of shopping yuppie zombies, was to be the first player to completely furnish
an apartment with stuff. FrP identify this 1980s board game, whose neatest feature was probably a spinning wheel
dressed up as a credit card machine.
Bargain Hunter
Answer:
23. A mysterious celestial entity known only as Dust, and children disappearing due to the mischevious actions of
"gobblers," who separate children from their daemons, creatures who manifest their souls, disrupt the quiet world of
Jordan College at Oxford University. The heroine is precocious orphan Lyra, who rescues her powerful uncle, Lord
Asriel, from an assassination attempt. Her friend Roger posesses a truth-telling device that serves as the title object in the
book. FTP name this Philip Pullman fantasy classic, the first book in the trilogy His Dark Materials.
Answer:
The Golden Compass
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1.
You're playing Monopoly (the original edition) and you're on your fourth turn. You've just rolled an eleven for
the fourth straight time, which makes you wish you were playing craps. If you drew any cards, they didn't change your
position on the board or change your money situation at all. FIPE, answer these questions about your game.
a. (10) What space are you on now?
Answer:
Income Tax
b. (10) You only landed on one property during the course of those four turns. Which property?
Answer:
St. Charles Place
c. (10) Suppose you bought St. Charles Place, and you're trying to figure out how much cash you have before you pay
your income tax. How much do you have? You have 15 seconds.
Answer:
$1,560 ($1500 - $140 [St. Charles Place] + $200 [for passing GoD

2.
This game usually pits the top two college football teams that are not part of the BCS mafia. FISNOP:
a. (5) What bowl in Memphis, TN, is a match-up between the champions of the Mountain West and Conference USA?
Answer:
Liberty Bowl
b. (10) In last year's Liberty Bowl, Utah shut out which Conference USA champion 17-0?
Answer:
Southern Mississippi
c. (10) Which companyis the sponsor ofthe 2004 Liberty Bowl?
Answer:
AutoZone
d. (5) With Utah's likely invitation to the BCS, what WAC champion will get to take their place in the Liberty Bowl?
Answer:
Boise State
3.
Answer these questions about famous or wannabe famous feuds and disses in hip-hop history FTPE.
a. This rapper, one of the Treacherous Three, got into a legendary feud with L.L. Cool J; his minor hit "How Ya Like Me
Now" led to L.L's major hit "Mama Said Knock You Out."
Answer:
Kool Moe Dee or Mohandas Dewese
b. Dr. Dre's "Dre Day" spends most of its energy dissing former N.W.A. cohort Eazy-E. However, he saves a few choice
lines for this former mastermind behind 2 Live Crew.
Answer:
Luke Skyywalker or Luther Campbell
c. Among the most pathetic figures in hip-hop, this leader of hasn't beens Made Men uses his part ownership of The
Source magazine to plug his career. He's attempted to start loud feuds with both Eminem and Jay-Z, with little success.
Answer:
Benzino or Ray Scott
4.
"Fahrenheit 9/11" was only one of many entertaining documentaries that graced the screen in 2004. Answer the
following projects for which Michael Moore was not responsible FIP each.
a. Jehane Noujaim's film provides a look into AI-Jazeera's coverage of the 2nd Iraq war - and into doing so, calls into
question the Western Media's images and perceptions of the organization and the war itself.
Answer:
Control Room
b. Morgan Spurlock's documentary takes a tongue-in-cheek look at America's love affair with fast food, and looks at the
hows and whys behind America's collectively expanding girth. He put his own body through the paces by living on
McDonald's for a month.
Answer:
Super Size Me
c. Phillip Glass scored the music to this academy-award winning documentary by Errol Morris. In the film, former
Secretary of State Robert MacNamara reflects on certain events in his lifetime and decisions he made while in office.
Answer:
Fog of War

5.
Ah-- Reality TV ... can we ever get away from it? Answer these questions about cureny Reality Shows FTPeach.
a. The housemates include a superhero, a fairy-tale princess, a black-and white Betty Boop wannabe, and creatures that
resemble Spongebob Squarepants and Pikachu. OK ... so this Comedy Central Show is not really a reality show - only a
parody of one.
Drawn Together
Answer:
b. Trash into itself, this series started on the WB and moved to VHl due to low ratings - The Premise? Six pop culture
icons form a group house in the Hollywood Hills. Former housemates included Corey Feldman, Eric Estrada, Charo,
Hammer, Vanilla Ice, Ron Jeremy, Tammy Faye Baker, Dave Coulier and Emmanuel Lewis.
Answer:
The Surreal Life
c. On this PBS Show, five men and five women live a castle in the English Countryside for nine weeks with all the
luxuries the early 1800's has to offer. Their quest? To find a potential mate.
Answer:
Regency House Party
6.
With all the spotlight on the Red Sox' historic triumph over the Yankees in American League Championship
Series, we're wondering if enough people were paying attention to their counterparts in the National League. Identify the
following key figures in the 2004 NLCS FTPE.
a. After Cardinal closer Jason Isringhausen intentionally walked Lance Berkman to face him, he hit an extra-inning walk
homer to break a scoreless tie in Game 5, putting the Astros one win away from a World Series berth.
Answer:
Jeff Kent
b. Game 6 in St. Louis also ended with another walk-off home run in extra innings, by this Cardinals slugger, which
forced a Game 7.
Answer:
Jim Edmonds
c. Outdueled by former Red Sox teammate Roger Clemens in Game 3, he earned the right to face his old team in the
World Series when he pitched and won a sensational Game 7 for St. Louis.
Answer:
Jeff Suppan
7.
Film makers and television executives can't seem to resist the hard-boiled noir fiction of Elmore Leonard. Answer
these questions about Leonard-related projects FTPE.
a. Quentin Tarantino took Leonard's novel "Rum Punch," moved the location from Miami to Los Angeles, and made this
1997 film., which got an Best Supporting Actor Oscar nomination for Bob Forster
Answer:
Jackie Brown
b. Stephen Soderburgh won critical acclaim with this 1998 Leonard adaptation, which starred George Clooney as a career
bank robber who breaks out of jail and kidnaps a US Marshal played by Jennifer Lopez, whose character inspired the
short lived TV series "Karen Sisco."
Answer:
Out of Sight
c. "Karen Sisco" is not the only time a Leonard-related project hasn't worked on the small screen. This short lived 1996
TV series featured Beau Bridges, as the title character, a hard-nosed judge in a sleepy Florida town.
Answer:
Maximum Bob
8.
Identify these races that inhabit the galaxy of the computer game series "Master of Orion" on a 5-10-20-30 basis.
a. This lizardlike race live a miserable existence, with their feudal government and heavy empahsis on all things military.
But they are the fastest reproducers in the galaxy, and that counts for a lot. They also can and often do live underground
Answer:
Sakkra
b. This most intelligent and inventive of all the races can't work well in high or even normal gravity environments and
may have gotten their name from "Battlestar Galactica."
Answer:
Psilon
c. Excellent traders and diplomats and good spies, their democratic government forms are both their strength and their
weakness.
Answer:
Human
d. On the upside, they're immune to radiation, pollution, and able to eat anything and occupy any planet. On the
downside, they are the least fertile of the races and everyone else is replused by them.
Answer:
Silicoid

9.
During the 60s and 70s, songs that told stories were popular. Name these three examples FTPE,
a. In this 1968 country smash by Bobbie Gentry, the title character killed himself by jumping off the Tallahatchie Bridge.
Or did he?
Answer:
Ode To Bille Joe
b. The title track to Warren Zevon's best-known album, it features the unnamed title character making a spectacle of
himself at dinner, biting an usherette at a movie theather, and killing his prom date. He's just one of these.
Answer:
Excitable Boy
c. TV star Vicki Lawrence had her one hit as a singer with a tale of deceit and betrayal in a small Southern town.
Answer:
The Night The Lights Went Out In Georgia
10.
"Dr. Vegas" was one of the first casualties of the new TV season, and it looks like Rob Lowe's developing a
reputation for being small-screen poison. Answer the following about Lowe's checkered TV career FTPE.
a. This problem goes back a way. As a child, Lowe was featured in the flop 1979 sitcom A New Kind OJ Family, built
around this actress, who had slightly more TV success reprising her film role opposite Goldie Hawn in Private Benjamin.
Answer:
Eileen Brennan
b. Last season, NBC quickly pulled the plug on this show, which starred Lowe as Jack Turner, an idealistic lawyer.
Answer:
The Lyon's Den
c. Lowe did, however, garner a measure of praise for his portrayal of Nick Andros in this 1994 ABC hit miniseries based
on a Stephen King novel.
Answer:
The Stand
11.
As odd as it may seem, sometimes car companies share designs with each other. Answer these questions about
such arrangements
a. The Pontiac Vibe, a sporty update on the old station wagon, is a retooled version of this Toyota brand, itself a derivative
of the Corolla
Matrix
Answer:
b. The Acura SLX, an early attempt to get an SUV under the Acura umbrella, was merely a differently-branded clone of
this Isuzu vehicle.
Trooper
Answer:
c. Sensing it needed a new economy car, GM borrowed the design of the Suzuki Swift for this model of car, which it first
marketed under Geo and later under the Chevrolet brand.
Metro
Answer:
12.
FTSNOP, answer the following about the albums of the brilliant but short career of the original Guns n' Roses.
a. (5) The seeds of the eclipse of lightweight hair metal can be found in Guns n' Roses' 1987 debut, which spawned
"Sweet Child 0' Mine," "Welcome To The Jungle," and several other hits.
Answer:
Appetite For Destruction
b. (10) In September 1991, Guns n' Roses made rock history by releasing two discs, sold separately, on the same day.
Both went under this common title.
Answer:
Use Your Illusion
c. (15) Their last official studio album was this poorly-received collection of cover tunes, ranging from doo-wop to punk,
and which famously included a bonus track penned by the notorious Charles Manson.
Answer:
The Spaghetti Incident
13.
Identify these discontinued Olympic sportsFTPE.
a. The Milwaukee Athletic Club and the City of London Police were among the gold medalists in this event ended in
1920. One team had to pull the other more than six feet to win.
Answer:
tug-of-war
b. This popular northeastern college sport was an Olympic event in 1904 and 1908. The bronze medal in 1904 went to a
group of Canadian Mohawk, whose players' names included Rain in Face and Man Afraid Soap.
Answer:
lacrosse
c. Leon de Lunden won this event in 1900 with 21 kills. Had PETA been around back then, they would not have
approved.
live pigeon shooting
Answer:

,_, 14.
GEICO msurance commercials often spoof other trends in TV and popular culture. FTPE:
a. m one ad, a newly married couple participate in this fake reality show, where they have to live with half-sized
furniture, appliances, and swimming pool.
Answer:
"Tiny House"
b. Another GEICO commercial pokes fun at this store's crappy advertising in the spot "Fun in Fleece."
Answer:
Old Navy
c. Though not a spoof of TV, in one commercial a fan letter states it would be "da bomb" if the Gecko could do this
1980s dance, which he promptly does.
Answer:
the robot
15.
Latin American cinema has been in the news lately. Answer these questions about movies from South of the
Border and their directors FTPE.
a. After achieving international acclaim for "Y Tu Mama Tambien," this Mexican director helmed the latest installation in
the Harry Potter series, "Harry Potter And The Prisoner of Azkaban."
Answer:
Alfonso Cuaron
b. The star of "Y Tu Mama Tambien," Gael Garcia Bernal, plays Ernesto "Che" Guevara as a young man in this Walter
Salles [SIE-yes] film based on Guevara's writings of travelling across South America.
Answer:
The Motorcycle Diaries
c. This Mexican director won AFI and BAFTA awards for his 2000 debut, "Amores Perros." Naomi Watts received a Best
Supporting Actress nod for her role in his American feature debut, "21 Grams."
Answer:
Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu
16.
Given a book on the Nonfiction Bestseller list as of November 2004, identify its author FTPE.
a. When Will Jesus Bring the Pork Chops?
Answer:
George Carlin
b. The South Beach Diet
Answer:
Arthur Agatston, M.D.
c. The Last Season
Answer:
Phil Jackson
17.
Given clues, name the band-switching pivotal figure in alternative rock of the 90s, FTPE.
a. This legendary screamer fronted Soundgarden, and joined with former members of Rage Against The Machine to form
Audioslave.
Answer:
Chris Cornell
b. This singer and guitarist from Husker Du, put together the band Sugar in the 1990s.
Answer:
Bob Mould
c. Bassist and sometime singer in the Pixies, she went on to found the Breeders with her sister Kelley.
Answer:
Kim Deal
18.
Identify these actors or actresses who spent time on the TV show "Kids mcorporated," 5-10-15.
a. She played Robin from 1989-91, then went on to star on "Party of Five," "Time of Your Life," and the "I Know What
You Did Last Summer" movies.
Answer:
Jennifer Love Hewitt
b. She was there for the first five seasons of "Kids mcorporated," then went into music, first as a member of Wild Orchid,
and then the Black Eyed Peas.
Answer:
Stacy Ferguson (or Fergie)
c. He played Eric in 1991; more recently, he had recurring roles as Gabe Dimas in "Six Feet Under" and as Milo
Pressman in "24."
Answer:
Eric Balfour

19.
30-20-10 identify the character:
30: Born in 1892, he immigrates to the USA at age nine. Ellis Island officials give him a new surname, and quarantine
him for three months due to smallpox.
20: His original last name was Andolini, but Don Ciccio (CHEE-chee-oh) killed his entire family. In 1925, he returns to
Sicily to knock off Ciccio.
10: Portrayed by Robert DeNiro in "The Godfather Part II," his family includes wife Carmella and children Santino,
Fredo, Michael, and Connie.
Answer:
Don Vito Corleone
20.
These celebrities have a bit of a smudge on their driving records in common. Identify them FTP each:
This 19-year-old Olympian was arrested for DWI after missing a stop sign in Salisbury, MD. The Baltimore County
native admits that it's something he would never do again.
Answer:
Michael Phelps
In October, he plead "no contest" to Driving under the influence and was sentenced to 3 months in an Alcohol treatment
program. This Baywatch actor is no stranger to programs -- he checked himself into the Betty Ford clinic in 2002 due to
alcoholism.
Answer:
David Hasselhoff
This politician was arrested in 1976 just outside of Kennebunkport for driving under the influence. At least Jenna had the
good sense not to drive when she got arrested for underaged drinking ...
Answer:
George W. Bush
21.
Answer the following about the soap-opera that is the trial about operations at the Walt Disney Company, FTPE.
a. The Disney lawsuit is a derivative action against the Board of Directors for keeping this embattled CEO at his post.
Answer:
Michael Eisner
b. Much of the trial has focused on the 14-month tenure of this legendary Hollywood power broker as President of
Disney, second-in-command behind Eisner.
Answer:
Michael Ovitz
c. A year before Ovitz was hired, this head of Disney's animation wing jumped ship after a clash with Eisner.
Answer:
Jeffrey Katzenberg
22.
F5PE and a five-point bonus for all correct, given an NHL player, identify the country in which he is currently
playing as of November 20, 2004.
a. Milan Hejduk (RAY -dook)
Answer:
Czech Republic
b. Brad Ference
France
Answer:
c. Jaromir Jagr
Russia
Answer:
d. Marian Hossa
Answer:
Slovakia
e. Martin St. Louis (san loo-EE)
Sweden
Answer:
23.
30-20-10-5 Name the actor from films.
30: "Impromptu" ; "The Dawning"
20: "Extreme Measures" ; "Restoration" ; "Sirens"
10: "Mickey Blue Eyes"; "Small Time Crooks"
5: "Bridget Jones' Diary" ; "Four Weddings and a Funeral"
Answer:
Hugh Grant

1,24.
FfPE answer these questions about the recent legal travails of Fox News blowhard Bill O'Reilly, FTPE.
a. This is the name of the woman who filed a recently-settled sexual harassment lawsuit against O'Reilly.
Answer:
Andrea Mackris
b.O'Reilly discusses his intention to shower with Mackris, and rub a loofah all over her. But instead of "loofah," it came
out on the phone and in the complaint as this Middle Eastern food item.
Answer:
Falafel
c. During his phone escapades with Mackris, O'Reilly also allegedly made vague threats against this critic, saying that "If
you cross Fox News Channel, it's not just me .... one day he's going to get a knock on his door and life as he knows it will
change forever."
Answer:
Al Franken

25.
Given a list of people who share their last name with each other, and with a famous American city, give the
common name FTPE.
a. A women's tennis star, an 80s R&B singer, and a WWE superstar.
Austin
Answer:
b. A former Attorney General and the lead singer of Loverboy.
Reno
Answer:
c. A 70' s singer-songwriter, the man who played Gilligan
Denver
Answer:

